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4.2 Enhanced Executive Summary

The aim of this research is to discuss the students' perceptions towards the implementation of automated system to help the organization to manage records and documents. The number of students who registers for practical/industrial training has increased every semester, therefore the amount of data to be recorded has also increased. In the search of systematic and cost effective ways of managing the information, there is a need to overcome the problem of filling the system manually. In consequence, this study would examine whether the development of automation system has significantly made the data management more efficient and effective (data collection, data storage and data retrieval). From the evaluation, students' perceptions towards its implementation were analysed where 200 questionnaires were distributed among students of various programmes in Universiti Teknologi MARA Sarawak. The returned questionnaires were then analyzed using SPSS (Version 17). From the findings, it can be concluded that the implementation of such application could really contribute to the improvement of the information resources of the practical/industrial attachment students. This further ensures that the connection between the practical training coordinator and the students is uninterrupted. Apart from that, a good industrial relationship (between the management and organisation) can also be established. The research outcome indicated positive perceptions and responses from the students regarding the development of the application. Thus, the implementation of the proposed system should be considered to be used continuously as an automated information delivery tool.
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4.3 Introduction

Information System

Computer-based Information Systems (ISs) are tools for the recording, storing, processing and dissemination of information designed to support groups of people acting together purposefully (Checkland and Holwell, 1999). An Information System includes a variety of computational and software technologies including simulation models, decision support systems and tailored applications and can be found utilized for a variety of purposes including data management, communication, supporting decision making at different scales and scenario exploration. As students are going for practical training every semester, there is a need to implement IS in managing students records.

During the practical training, all students will be able to test, implement and apply all their knowledge and theories in real working environment. This training is necessary to prepare and enhance students' skills. Besides that, students can also gain experience and knowledge. Prior to graduation, students need to acquire working experience in an Information Technology environment. Therefore, this training will expose them to the challenging working environment outside UiTM.

Problem Statement

An Information System is suitable to be used as platform to improve the process of managing loads of information. Many students have registered for the course code CSC398 Practical Training every semester. The total number of students taking the code keeps increasing semester by semester, therefore the amount of data to be recorded has also increased.

At present, students' information are collected manually using hardcopy forms. A lot of files are used to keep the forms. Information system on practical training by students under the course code CSC398 often uses manual process. The manual process involves compiling hardcopy forms and will be kept in files. Therefore, the Practical Training Coordinator has to search for students' record from the file. The process is tedious and time consuming. In addition, due to the increasing number of student intake each semester, a lot of space is also required to store these files. Therefore, this system (Practical/Industrial Training Automated System) should be able to manage practical/industrial training information, mainly CS110 (Computer Science) students.